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INTRODUCTION 


We hear increasingly of the "problems of Urban America" and the 
"crisis of o1,1r cities." But perhaps the terms are misleading, for "Urban 
America" does not have problems, nor do our cities experience crises -
·problems fall upon people and crises are experienced by people trying 
desperately to adjust to a rapidly changing world. 


The pace is frantic. As we solve one problem, two more arise; as 
each crisis is weathered, larger ones loom directly ahead. The pace 
of change has increased to the point where we can no longer deal with 
problems as they impact upon us - we must anticipate change and 
we must anticipate the problems it will bring. In short, we must 
seek solutions to problems before they affect us directly if we are 
to deal with them at all. 


A major effort in this search for solutions is the General Plan for San 
Diego. This document - which consists of a report and a map -was 
adopted by City Council resolution in 1967. The General Plan was 
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- SEED Is COMl-ffiNTS 


. ' 
·. . .:-


1 . The tone of this booklet is set in this 
opening paragraph with the words C~ISIS 
and DESPERATE . San Diego is not desperate . 
The community has had orderly growth and 
responsible administration . 


2 . Emp asis on the words "anticipate" and 
"before" , make it seem that San Diego never 
antic ipated growth or change . The General 
Plan of San Diego anticipated change five 
years ago . 
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designed to set forth official guidelines 
for San Diego's growth and thereby 
provide a framework for future decision 
making on city-wide issues affecting 
development. Now, after five years of 
change and population growth, there is 
a need to look once again at its guiding 
principles. 


To accomplish this reexamination, a 
comprehensive review of the General 
Plan is now underway. Easily the most 
important phase of this review is dis
covering the common concerns, goals, 
needs, and desires of San Diego's citi
zens. 


A variety of means will be available 
to attempt to elicit this information 
from citizens. These will include but 
not be limited to informal public meet
ings in the community, workshops and 
public hearings. Public input will be 
considered in the preparation of a re
vised document to be ultimately sub
mitted to the City Planning Commission 
and City Council for final adoption. 


Report Purpose 


This report has been prepared to begin 
the necessary public discussion relating 
to the General Plan review by presenting 
some challenging developmental issues 
confronting San Diegans. The report is 
not intended to limit your comments 
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. to those issues touched upon here. Nor 
should it be viewed as presenting all the 
arguments on all sides of the issues 
raised, nor as advocating particular pos
itions. Simply, the report's purpose is 
to begin public dialogue on a number of 
issues that clearly affect the City of San 
Diego and the General Plan. Out of this 
discussion we hope to gain two essentials 
of planning - citizen interest and 
direction. 


Report Organization 


To aid busy readers and yet offer more 
information for those interested, we have 
divided this report into three sections: 
Part I , Planning Issues; Part II, The Gen
eral Plan · .An Explanation ; Part III, The 
Key Groups Involved - Roles and Res
ponsibilities. 


The major portion of this report is 
occupied by Part I, which raises issues 
and presents the arguments surrounding 
those issues. Part II discusses the pro
cedure available for changing it. Part Ill 
is an attempt to explain the roles of the 
groups that will be involved in revising 
the General Plan. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


There is a nagging fear that the General Plan 
will be scrapped instead of simply updated. 
Obviously, the General Plan needs updating 
every five years or so, but, it was an 
excellent plan representative of the thinking 
of 200 San Diegans. 


4. It would seem that input should also come 
from the cross-section of San Diegans who 
worked long hours on the General Plan. There 
is no indication of this happening. 
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PART I 


PLANNING ISSUES 


~ 


INTRODUCTION 


The most difficult task of city planning is the attempt to determine 
goals or values shared by people throughout the community. It is 
difficult because people do not usually think in terms of goals or , if 
they do, their goals may be long and deeply held. In the search for 
city-wide goals, deeply held values may be questioned and suspicions 
aroused. Conflict will probably occur and agreement or compromise 
may seem impossible. 


By the discussion of issues we can determine which goals and values 
are in conflict. The prospect of conflict is outweighed by our need 
to determine what we have "in common," and what we agree upon. 
With agreed-upon goals we can make firm statements about the kind 
of life we would like and what kind of city we would like San Diego 
to be. Once we determine where we want to go, we can make a 
real start toward getting there. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


5. Once again, one considers the General Plan. 
The Plan approved by the voters was the result 
of many hours of dialogue between 200 citizens. 
The booklet never attacks the General Plan 
and therefore does not suggest that its goals 
and determinations were bad for the city. 
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What is an "Issue"? 


As used in this report, the term "issue" 
is reserved for matters of city-wide con
cern which require policy guidance from 
the public to enable us to revise the 
General Plan. Although there are many 
matters that meet this w:orki!!g defmi
tion, limitations of time and space--pre
vent our identifying and discussing more 
than a fraction of them. 


In selecting our issues, we gave top 
priority to matters which are high in 
public interest, such as industrial growth, 
transportation, and open space. In addi
tion, we assigned high priority to those 
issues where the need for public dis
cussion is already evident; for example, 
the city 's role in housing. 


Our definition of an "issue," then, is a 
city matter of high interest or concern 
which requires public discussion to pro
vide us with policy guidance Ior revising 
the General Plan. 


How the Issues are grouped 


To help relate the issues discussed below 
to the Plan, we have grouped them, 
where convenient, under headings of 
the General Plan "elements ." These 
elements are : Industrial, Housing, Com
mucU.l, Park and RecreatiOn, Transpor
tation, Conservation, Open Space, and 
J:ublic Services and Facilities The one.
exception to this grouping is an · issue 
that clearly has an across-the-board im
pact ~n all of the Plan 's elements. This 
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is the issue of "growth." Since our 
policies on this key issue will affect all 
elements of t he- l'lan,-- ecisions on 
growth will go a long way to determining 
the kind of city we want and get! 
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7. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


Vital to the public interest is the future 
of the economy of San Diego, and, the fact 
that this issue was not given priority in 
the booklet is of glaring significance. 


The real question here is whether the City ~ 
should even be in the housing business. 
Certainly there are housing needs but the 
question should be how much stimulation 
government should give to private enterprise 
in building low-cost housing. 
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8. 


· SEED'S COMMENTS 


If growth is the key issue, then lack of growth / 
is equally as p ower f u l an issue. Lack of growth 
means d e c ay , h igher taxes, une mployment, and 
incre asing dependence on government . 


ISSUES - GROWTH 


Why is "Growth" t he K ey Iss ue? 


Growth is the most important single issue facing San Diego because 
it forces change, and is the critical element in shaping our future. 


J.. One of the most obvious effects of growth is the cha71ge it brings. 
When new families move to San Diego, there is an immediate need for 
more housing, extended municipal services, and, of course, more jobs. 
There are also immediate strains on existing facilities such as parks 
and schools. 


If growth occurs in the form of new industry, more land must be 
de'veloped and new municipal services are required. When this happens, 
jobs may be created; but if the plant is moving here from another ciry, 


-5- some employees may move along with it. These people and the new 
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industry create new demands on our 
transportation system. Until more,roads 
can be ouilt, exiSting streets and free
ways must absorb these increased 
demands. 


Of these changes, onlyc those affecting 
land use are immediately apparent, main-
ly in the form of new houses and new 
industrial plants. Other less tangible 
changes occur gradually , but steadily. 
As we build to ·accommodate change, 
we must evaluate its effects to insure 
that it brings improveme~t , and that we 
continue to move closer to our ultimate '
goals. 


One way to evaluate the effects of 
change is to consider the costs and 
benefits it brings with it. 'New develop
ment calls for extension of facilities and. 
new city services, and the costs of such 
extensions may vary a great deal de
pending on where the development taKes 
place . If it occurs near existing develop
ment, for example, roads and utilities 
are close at hand. If this is the case, 
existing schools, parks ,' and streets mal 
serve the new residents for a time. I , 
on the other hand, growth occurs miles 
away from built-up areas, -costs will be 
much higher. This is because u tilities 
and roads must be extendeo muCh Tur:-
ther to serve the area, and new s chools 
and parks must be built and equipped. 
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~~~~~~~==~~~~~~-- Development brings the benefitS of new 
- johs-and.-t!>e.:e!,>~ds--t _ the-.econemtL:=::;:;;1 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


This does not tell the entire story. It ~s 
council poliJ;Y that developers_have . to bu1ld 
roads, utilities even street s1gns 1n_new . 
developments. The booklet gives the 1mpress1on 
that taxpayers throughout the city ~ave to pay 
for new improvements, parks, etc., 1n ne~ areas. 
Park fee ordinance adopted Feb.l970! st1pulat7s 
that developers must pay $100 per un1t or prov1de 
like value in land for parks. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


T~e Planning Depart.ment n 
w~th regard to use of ow makes recommendations 
influential 'f canyo~ land7 and is very 


' ~ not persuas~ve, th h w~ t e City Council. 


It must be amazing to f 
Chamber of Commerce ED~rm~~tMayor Frank Curran, 
and many others th't S ' 7 y Manager' s Office 
to diversify ou; ec~noma~ D~7go NOW faces a need 
has begun an econom .Y ~~nce~SO, San Diego 
is hailed as one ofyt~~vers~fication that today 
stories of modern citi=s~ost remarkable success 
ago, that San Diego was tielt was no~ many years 
Aerospace and Milit d to two ~ndustries: 
diversification of ~~~· Today, ~ecause of the 
this: Service Industri:~onomy, ~t looks like 
Manufacturing 58 400 1 


77 ,300 employees, 
employees and miiit em~ oyees, Education 46 600 


ary 1,300 civilian empl~yees. 


There has not been a sin 1 
with a smokestack ~ e manufacturing plant 
c~nduit of any ki~dn~~v~~!dor water poll~ting 
D~ego for at least th 1 nor located ~n San 


e ast twelve years. 
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and to the ta..x base. Where growth 
occurs between built-up areas, existing 
facilities may be used more efficiently. 
With more people, variety can be added 
to a city and new opportunities created 
for everyo_n.e . With a large population 
a stadium may be justified; support may 
be generated for a symphony and art 
galleries; and we may be able to afford 
large recreational areas such as Mission 
Bay Park . With more people, additional 
specialty shops and specialty services 
add to the variety and quality of life 
for visitor and resident, alike. 


As a critical element in shaping our 
future, growth may eliminate as manl 
opportunities for improvement as it o -
fers. If a canyon is developed with 
homes, for example, we gain housing 
but at the direct loss of open space. If 
the result does not show general im
provement and satisfaction, we must 
take steps to retain the th ings we value 
highly. In all cases. however, we should 
be aware of change and aware of what 
may be lost and what may be gained. 


One problem now facing San Diego 
stems from our desire to diversify our 
economy. We do not want to depend 
solely on one type of industry for 
employment. Therefore we seem to be 
in agreement on the goals of diversi
fication in employment, but the problem 
arises when we ask, "how?" and 
"where ?" 
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"How" we diversify our economy con· 
cerns the types of industry we want to 
bring to San Diego. In view of increased 
concern with the environment, it is im
portant to consider carefully any side 
effects a new industry may have. Fac
tors of air, water, and noise pollution 
must be examined to make sure we 
do not bring in new or added problems. 
In short, we must balance our need fa/ 
jobs with our need to protect the 
environment. 


"Where" the industry is to locate in 
the ciiy opens a new series of questions 
of major concern to city government. 
"Where" industry locates is too im
portant to be left to chance, so govern
ment must guide this development to 
serve the public interest. Locations 
can be concentrated or dispersed , but 
they should be planned. A selected 
location should consider the cost of 
providing city services and should min
imize traffic congestion. For the citizen, 
the problem of where industry should 
locate is different; people may prefer 
to live close to work but not too close! 


Industry has been used here as one ex
ample of growth ; housing and commer
cial uses provide other examples. How
ever, all types of new land-use raise 
questions which must be answered if 
we are to guide growth successfully. 
Through growth we build and rebuild 
our city - our environment. We must 
consciously and carefully consider what 
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kind of life and what kind of city we 
want to have, then guide our growth 
accordingly to achieve these goals. 


Guiding our growth, even when we have 
determined what we want, is no simple 
matter. Existing means of regulating 
growth are limited and complex. They 
are limited by our constitutionally guar
anteed freedom ·of movement; we cannot 
stop people from moving to San Diego. 
Furthermore , the majority of our po p
ulation growth in the past decade was 
due to "natural" increase rather than 
people moving here from other areas. 
When today's teenagers mature, they 
will need jobs, homes o f their own, 
places to shop, and parks and schools 
for their children. To put it another 
way, our next wave of population growth 
is already here. 


The most important element of growth, 
family size , is regulated by individual 
decisions and the impact of these in
dividual decisions can be enormous. If, 
for example, families in the United 
States decide to have only two children, 
and immigration continues at present 
levels, our nation's population would 
grow to some 266 millions by the year 
2000. If they have three children, it 
is estimated that the po pulation of the 
United States would reach 321 millions 
by that same year. 


We cannot, then, stop growth; indeed, 
there is a recognized need for a certain 
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FAMILY SIZE AND U.S. 
TOTAL POPULATION-


1990 


Z66,ooo,ooo 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


This is a scare tactic. Nationally recog nized_ 
demographers predict a relative stable populat~on 
in the U.S . within the next 50 to 70 years . In 
San Diego County , the population growt~ r a te ha s 


-d r opped from 93% in 1950 to 32% . The b.:..rth rate 
in the county continues to drop. School enroll
ment in Sar. Diego continues to drop. 
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14 . 
SEED'S COMMENTS 


Growth is not . 
n~ growth with~as~ly manipulated 
c~ties found th ut encouragement .M There is 
because of un emselves discou .. any eastern 
c ities are c ~avorable conditirag~ng growth 


r~ppled by d ons. Now th 15 ecay ose 
. Local government . 


16. 


San Die must also . 
of whic~a~:e e~f;~Yed in ser~f~:~f~~ the. 77,ooo 
that many of thes t~ tourism . We m~str~es, many 
and a cut-back in e JOb~ are filled bst ~lso.consider 
unemployment tour~sm will Y m~nor~ties 
d · among m · . . promote · 
~scourages th ~nor~t~es If maJor 


tourist th e overnight or d San Die-go 
Mission'Baye~a;~e burden of su;~~;~~ short- visit 
upon the tax and other attra . ~ng our Zoos 
only visitorp:~:r . Sea ~orld wo~i~o~~ w~uld fall 
program would b a San D~egan and ~e ~f the 


ecome a major tax bou~ total cultural 
If local governme ur en . 
or encoura e nt chooses not t 
~oulette wlthg~~wth, it Will be p~a a~tively promote 
as never been e ec~nomy of the c Y~ng.Russian 


prospered withoatbus~ness which s o~un~ty. There 
community is notu ne~ customers a~~v~ved and 


unl~ke a bu . turnover A 
s~ness . · 
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amount of growth. Some stimulation 
is necessary ·to replace worn-out build
ings, to renew old areas and to fill 
industrial vacancies caused by techno
logical change. With this in mind, the 
question of limiting growth really be
comes more a matter of whether or 


't" not we "encourage" growth. 


'· 
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In San Diego a number of agencies are 
now engaged in activities which clearly 
encourage growth. For example, some 
of these agencies contact industries. in 
other cities to interest them in locating 
in San Diego. Currently, the city joins 
forces with local promotional agencies 
in nationwide publicity efforts. These 
efforts range from national media ad
vertising to support of sports actiVltles 
which promote San Diego. While several 
of these jointly funded projects encour
age industrial growth, their main thrust 
is to increase tourism. 


In trying to guide growth, we must con
sider the steps we should take seeking 
to attract industry. What concessions, 
if any, will we make to induce industry 
to locate here? Will we provide above
average services for industrial areas? Will 
we reserve more land for industry so 
that new f~rms will have a wider selection 
of sites? Or, on the other hand , will 
we adopt stricter requirements to make 
sure the industrial plant which locates 
here will be a welcome addition? 
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With tourism we must ask similar ques
tions. How much land will we devote 
to tourism in the way of hotels and mo
tels; how much in the way of facilities 
such as information booths and addition
al signs to direct nonresidents? We must 
consider what we gain from tourism in 
dollars, in shared facilities , and in new 
opportunities; but, we must also .con
sider the congestion, added service costs, 
and the inconvenience tourism can bring. 


These questions and others dealing with 
growth have no easy answers. But they 
must be asked, considered, and discussed 
if we are to arrive at acceptable solu· 
tions. While we cannot stop growth , we 
can choose not to actively promote or 
encourage it. While we may not prevent 
vacant lands from being urbanized , we 
can plan their development intelligently 
to accommodate growth without ex
cessive cost and without excessive dis
ruption. Time and growth will neces
sarily change our ciry ; but we can plan 
so that change works toward our goals 
and , at the s.arne time , s.ave those quali
ties and features which make San Diego 
a unique place to live. 







Opportunities for Action 


As we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of growth, the need 
arises to make hard choices. Where alternative courses of action are 
available , a dec.ision must be made: which course or courses of action 
best suit our needs? In reality it is not this simple , for it requires 
not just one decision , but many decisions made over time to keep 
moving toward our goals. 


CHOICES 


To deal with growth, we can group our available actions into three 
broad categories of choice. Each category calls for certain policies 
to make it a reality. These policies ~ffect land and, consequently, 
directly affect the General Plan and San Diego's future development. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


San Diego would take on . 
The burden of taxes e g7ant step - backwards. 
unbearable Th . on res1dents would be 


. e C1ty would become bankrupt. 


Reasonabl lanned rowth 
most eautiful cit g1 has.made San ego the 
B£licy should be c~ntin e Un1~e States. ~ 
established by the cit uedh. W1 th proper standards 
rate would fit in "thy, t_1s reasonable growth 


W1 env1ronrnental objectives. 


A body normally ro 
not, and needs e~erws ~aturally . A city does 
guide growth to a c~ ~1~ of enco~ragement. To 
require a wisdom notra~~~labelvel _ 1n San Diego would 


e 1n man . 
Who 
how 
our 


would be gi th 
h ven e power to decide J·ust how 


muc promotional 
present level? money and activity would retain 


21. VWho would decide how man . 
and have the remarkabl Y ~e~ f 1rrns were needed 
new jobs with the u elab111ty to match-up the 


nemp oyed? 
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I~ The first category calls for action co: 
Strongly discourage growth. Policies 
which follow from this idea focus on 
activities within local control which af-


. feet growth. · Once these activities have 
been identified, policies could be devel
oped which stop efforts to promote 
growth and begin efforts to slow down 
growth. 


Among che policies to support this 
course of action would be those which 
seek to : 


1. Eliminate promotional acnvmes 
which portray San Diego as an 
\deal place to live, work, and play. 


2. Terminate existing efforts to bring 
new industry here. 


3. Take steps to discourage new indus
try from locating here by eliminat
ing excess industrially zoned land. 


4. Discourage expansion of local firms. 
5. Gear public services and facilities 


to existing needs. 


I f The second category assumes an active 
;...-- role to: Strongly encourage growth. 


This category is an attempt to maintain 
and, if possible, increase past growth 
races for San Diego. Policies necessary 
to support chis approach call for all-out 
efforts to encourage new industry co 
locate here. In addition, we would 
advocate the expansion of ftrms already 
located here and step up promotional 
activities to aid tourism and growth. 


Supporting policies could include those 
designed to: 


1. Increase existing promotional activi
ties which encourage people to 
come here as tourists and residents . 


2. Expand current programs aimed at 
bringing new industry co San Diego. 


3. Add to industrially zoned land co 
give new industry a broad selection 
of sites . 


4 . Encourage and aid the expansion of 
local firms. 


5. Propose public services and facilities 
with excess capacity designated to 
accommodate desired growth . 


!J The third category calls for efforts de
signed to produce: Guided growth. 
Policies necessary to achieve this would 
recognize that a certain amount of 
growth may be necessary and even de
sirable. However , for the most part, 
such growth will occur "naturally," since 
it needs litcle official encouragement. 
Consequencly, policies would emphasize 
the establishment and maintenance of 
a stable , diversified economic base as 
well as other qualitative considerations. 
Such policies would: 


2.P 1. Reduce current promotional accivi-
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- ties to a level required for establish
ment and maintenance of a stabil
ized economic base. 


;:l 2. Modify existing industrial expansion 
programs to selectively encourage 
firms which will respect the en-







SEED'S COMMENTS 


26, This is a supposition. Company communities where 
homes hav e been built around the job have not 
worked out. People want to live in an area of 
their c hoice without relationship to their work -
providing there is freeway access or good trans
portation to their job. 
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ISSUES BY GENERAL PLAN ELEMENT 


Industrial 


~ BACKGROUND 


Of all types of land - use in San Diego, industrial land-use is the 
most critical because it often has a substantial impact on other aspects 
of city development. The nature of this impact depends upon how 
and where the industrial growth takes place. If, for example, the new 
industrial plant locates close to existing firms, freeway traffic to and 
&om that area will be increased. If, on the other hand , new industry 
locates in new or growing communities, it may reduce traffic conges
tion. This will be possible if people can live, work, and shop in the 
same community. 


CHOICES 


The potentially far-reaching effects of industrial land-use make it 
vitally important that citizens and city government spell out public 
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vironmen t and provide jobs for 
unemployed residents. 


"2,.-'C. 3. Provide industrially zoned land to 
;;.-- meet short-term projected demand 


only, and thereby discourage pre
mature industrial expansion. 


~ 4. Selec tively encourage expansion of 
local firms whose o peration does 
not harm our environment . 


~ 5. Plan and provide public services 
and facili t ies to accommodate pop
ula tion increments based upon 
natural increase and a " preferred" 
level of in-migration. 


Through this brief listing of available 
opportunities for action and the policies 
which fo llow from them, it should be 
apparent that we can, and do , influence 
our future. What we must decide now 
is the direction in which we shall seek to 
influence it . 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


22 . I t t akes years of effort to secure a new clean 
indus try suc h as National Cash Register The 
average time is 34 months. Not having iand 
class ified as industrially zoned on a long
range basis, would preclude many firms from 
moving here. 


~ 23 . Who decides what local firms can expand and what 
wil l be the criteria? Politics, religion? 


24 . If all cities have a "preferred level of in
migrat ion"what happens to the people of the 
Unite d States who are not preferred? 


25 . The projection of existing trends on the cha rt, 
show the growth rate higher than the past decade. 
The middle line on the chart is more closely a 
true projection of our growth. 
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policy on the desired role of industry 
in San Diego. Another compelling 
reason for public policy on industry 
is its importance in terms of the local 
economy. And, finally, the growing 
public demand for regulation of industry 
to protect the environment calls for 
clear expression of_ public policy. 


In order to serve the public interest 
when establishing policies dealing with 
industry, local government must con-


--z_..s: sider citizen opinion, economic needs, 
:-- and the realistic choices available to 


us. The policies which result may take 
many forms. For example, we may take 
an active or passive role m dealing with 
industrial development. An active role 
could either encourage or discourage 
more industrial uses ; but whichever the 
case, our city government would take 
the lead. For example, it could make 
sure that existing local regulations direct
ly implement present public policy. 
Going further, if new regulations were 
necessary to obtain the desired results, 
our elected officials could enact the 
required ordinances. The city could 
also buy and hold land for industry, 
since private owners often lack the 
ability to do so because of tax pressures. 


A less active role for city government 
would mean that we would rely almost 
solely on the functioning of the real 
estate market and the independent and 
often uncoordinated efforts of industry 
itself to determine our industrial devel-


~-


opment. Local government could still 
develop policy but it would take fewer, 
less vigorous steps to bring such policy 
into being. 


At this poi~t we are faced with two 
major questions: 1) What kind of 


, public policy should we have on indus
trial land-use? and 2) What role (active 
versus passive) should the City govern
ment play in. fulfilling this public 
policy? 


ISSUES 


More specifically, "Should San Diego 
follow a public policy which encourages 
industrial growth without regard t& type 
of industry?" An alternative would.._be 
a selective mdustrial growth Policy de
signed to provide jobs for present city 
residents who are unemployed. A third 
choice .would be a policy intended to 
discourage industrial growth. · 


"Should industrial land be purchased 
by the city in order to preserve it for 
orderly future development?" 


"Should- we. reduce taxes on privately 
held, vacant industrial land to assure 
its preservation for loog-t~ future 
need?" 


27. 


28. 


29. 


30. 


31. 


32. 


33. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


There has been a clear expression of policy by 
the c~ty, EDC, Chamber of Commerce and other 
agenc~es, to protect the environment. The record 
of the past twelve years of "clean" industry is the 
proof. 


If the city buys and holds land for industry,then 
there is a substantial tax loss since private 
enterprise would have had to pay such taxes. 
In an free society, private owners take that risk ~ 
Inevitably, if large holdings of land are held by 
government, all taxpayers must absorb the cost. 


In the last decade at least, there has been an 
active role by government, EDC, Chamber of Commerce 
and other agencies, to coordinate efforts of industry 
to further industrial development in a planned, 
orderly, manner. 


San Diego HAS followed a policy of encouraging 
industrial growth which does not disturb our 
environment. There has been no movement to accept 
just any type of industry. 


No. 


This would require a change in the state law 
and therefore it is outside the province of local 
government. 


Private developers and government have worked on 
this concept and it has proven feasible in some 
areas. However, a rigidity in this concept is 
socialistic. 
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34. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


Private ent erprise is not producing low income 
hous i ng because of constant, yet inconsistent 
government regulati ons which force up t he costs. 
The developer who attempts to fight his way 
t hrough the ma ze of bureaucracy t o produce l ow 
cost housing , s oon gives up i n frustration. 
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Ho using 


BACKGROUND 


Everything considered, perhaps no other General Plan element affects 
more people more directly than does housing. The collective impact of 
housing on people, on growth, and on other land-uses demands that it 
receive very careful attention in our planning efforts. 


"'.J Right now we have housing problems which involve not only the poor 
but moderate and middle-income groups as well. The poor are seriously 
affected ; private enterprise is not producing housing which they can 
afford . Without the necessary housing, low-income groups become 
concentrated in the city's older, central areas. Overcrowding in older 
areas merely accelerates decline , decay , and deterioration. Moreover . 
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this decay usually takes place in ar.eas 
where the city has the highest invest
ment in streets and public services and 
utilities. With overcrowding and decay 
there usually follows a rise in the need 
for such public services as police and 
ftre protection, and a serious decline in 
city tax revenues from the areas affected. 
Some of the dollar costs of overcrowding 
can be estimated, btit it is impossible to 
calculate all of the social costs it brings. 


Currently, moderate and middle-income 
groups find that die cost of their housing 
is steadily rising. In addition, the hous
ing they can afford lacks variety and 
choice. City policies on housing would 
perhaps have a limited effect on price 
but could probably have a measurable 
impact on increasing variety. 


CHOICES 


The type of housing policy the city has , 
or the lack of one, can help determine 
not only how fast we grow but in what 
manner we grow. If the single-family 
house on a separate lot is favored , this 
policy may lead to further sprawl. On 
the other hand, policies favoring all 
types of housing, including high-rise 
apartments, can bring about a more com
pact city. 


City housing policies can help to provide 
housing for groups not now served by 
private enterprise. They can also pro-
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mote a larger range of choice for groups i]~ 
that are served by the market. And by 
fostering a ·"balanced communities" ap
proach, which calls for .'a range of in
comes- and housing types in each major 
community, city policy can affect the 
way we grow and how ~ast we grow . . 


Ther-;;-;;;e a number of policies the city 
could adopt on houSing, assuming a base 
of popular support. In an active role, 
the city could seek to provide housing 
through city resources (including finan-
cial) and federal assistance programs. 
By these means, the city could assist 
all income groups in obtaining adequate 
housing. '- · 


A less active or middle-of-the-road ap-~. 
proach to housing by the city -offers 
another set of alternatives. · The city 
could, for example, assist private de
velopers to obtain federal housing grants. 
The city could also create a good climate 
for developers and builders by providing 
progressive codes and ordinances. Under 
this approach, private enterprise would 


· retain primary responsibility for meet
ing our housing needs, but with signifi
cant assistance from the city . 


Those who favor a more active city role 
in hous-ing cite the great need for 
housing, the high costs of overcrowding, 
and 'the growing separation of -racial 
and ethnic groups. Those who oppose 
a more active city role in housing are 
quick to show the problems such a role 


35. 


36. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


No other industry has the regulatory burdens 
of the real estate developer and these burdens 
add to the cost of homes taking them outside 
the reach of low income families. 


Who pays? Someone pays and if the city gets 
into low cost housing- then all taxpayers pay, 
more and more. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


37 . No. The record of failure of city involvement 
in low and moderate cost housing throughout t he 
nation is not inspiring. 


38 . Yes, definitely. 


39. The city should always strive to end segregation . 


40. The balance community concept requires much 
greater study and should not be part of a 
General Plan . 


41 . Planned residential development is an excellent 
plan provided that the standards for PRD are 
clearly set and it does not become the victim 
of subjective planners. 


42. Mobile homes should be encouraged, when private 
enterprise, properly stimulated by government, 
is unable to supply housing needs. 


43. Density controls, even in the judgement of 
professional planners, are much better than 
height limitations. It is far more suitable 
to aesthetic views to have 3 ten story buildings 
with substantial green open spaces around each ••• 
•• than ten three story buildings wall to wall in 
the same acreage. 
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could bring. They believe housing is 
best provided by private enterprise and 
point to the failures of public housing. 


ISSUES 


Should the city take an active .role in 
"housing people of low and moderate 
incomes? In this role the city could 


"J provide housing through use of city 
resources and federal housing programs. 


Should the city take a middle-{)f-the
road approach in housing? This would 
place primary responsibility on private 


"2.! enterprise but with important assistance 
'- from the city. 


.'\ Should the city take a more active role 
3"1 in reducing ex;isting obsta~les to the 
;...-- dispersal of ractal and ethnic groups? 


I 
Should "balanced communities" be em
phasized in future city plans? "Bal
anced communities" would provide hous-


1
1{-0 ing for a wide range of income groups 
_..-as well as a variety of dwelling types 


including apartments, townhouses, con-
dominiums, mobile homes , and single
family dwellings. 


Should the city take steps to reduce 
costs of providing public services to 


't-1 single-family homes by more strongly 
- favoring alternatives such as the PRO 


(Planned Residential Development)? 
PROs permit a variety of housing units 
and types to be clustered around open 


space, -but not necessarily located on 
separate lots. Such clustering can reduce 
costs by requiring fewer streets, shorter 
utility lines, and allowing more efficient 
city maintenance. 


Should use of mobile homes be actively 
4 1- encouraged as a means of providing 
..;,--- lower cost housing? 


Should some areas of the city be desig
nated for high-rise residential buildings? 
At present , five San Diego communities 


~ ~ impose " height limits" of either 30 or 
_... SO feet . High-rise residential structures , 


properly located, can preserve views, 
curb sprawl, and aid mass transit. But 
where should they be located ? 
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Commercial 


BACKGROUND 


Commercial development, like housi~g. has a secondary effect on 
growth; its primary effect is on the d'!y-to-day activities of people. 
The important point here is providing commercial uses when they are 
needed and where they are needed. Unless new areas are carefully 
planned, stores and shops tend to haphazardly follow. residential and 
industrial development. 


T 
l 


With planning, commercial uses- ~an be providectfor at times_anaiil 
locations that will be most coiivenieilt · for peop ~ Serious effort is 
now _lTI~e_in_new areas to provide public facilities such as schools 
and parks as quickly as possible. A similar effort could perhaps be 







44. 


45. 


46. 


47. 


48. 


49. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


It is somewhat difficult to envision Safeway 
opening a market, at the behest of a private 
developer or a planning department, before a 
minimum population level is reached in a new 
area. However some developers have provided 
financial inducement by way of rent. 


There is also great risk of LOSS in commercial 
development. 


Speculative in this sense could mean -profit. 
Is it therefore the intent of government, 
according to this booklet, to prevent profit in 
commerical building? 


The planning department, through zoning, has the 
power today to recommend disapproval of gas station 
sites or shopping center sites if, in the wisdom 
of the official of the department, it appears 
that the business will not be successful. 


If the community is today in a crisis, it is not 
because of the General Plan. The General Plan set 
forth criteria to be followed and it was up to the 
Planning Department to follow these standards. 


We can answer that San Diego has some of the finest 
shopping centers in the country. Fashion Valley 
and Mission Valley, Grossmont, College Grove to 
mention a few very successful and aesthetically 
inspiring areas. 
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lf! made by private developers to conven
iently phase the construction of commer
cial facilities. 


In older areas of the city, a plan can 
work to provide the kinds of commercial 
uses desired by residents. Whether 
people want smaller centers closer to 
home, or whether they favor fewer but 
larger commercial centers, a suitable plan 
can be prepared. Without a plan it is 
extremely difficult for ciry government 
to withstand the tremendous pressure 
for excessive commercial zoning. There 


'f}" is , obviously, great private ~rofit in com
- mercia! development. But m some cases 


such profit may be gained at the expense 
of the public interest. 


Another reason for local government's 
concern is to prevent purely speculative 
commercial building. Unsuccessful ex
am pies of this are the abandoned gas 
stations which collect trash and lend 
an air of failure to a neighborhood. On 
a larger scale there are ca":s of sho~ping 
centers teetering on the brink of failure . 
The result of poor location and lack of 
planning is seen in a rapid turnover of 
stores, run-down buildings, and poor 
service for residents. 


From the standpoint of citizen satis
faction, commercial activities take ~n 
even more importance. A commumty 
with convenient stores and shops can 
reduce travel time and cost associated 


with shopping. This , in turn , should re
duce traffic congestion on local streets. 
With enough commercial uses in the 
right locations, both individuals and the 
city save money. But this balance IS 


difficult to achieve because the city's 
plans can only "allow for" commercial 
development . They cannot produce it. 


CHOICES 


lff? In planning for commercial land use the 
........- city is trying to assure that needed shop


ping goods and commercial services are 
readily available to both residents and 
visitors. To achieve this, a set of area 
and locational standards was developed 
and included in the General Plan. These 
standards try to match up the number 
and size of shopping centers to the num
ber of people in the area to be served. 
These standards are a guide to planning 
new areas and to measuring the commer
cial services now being provided in older 
areas. By regularly testing these stand
ards and refining them when it is indi
cated to do so , we can in the long run 
improve the qualiry of commercial serv
ices in San Diego. 
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In reexamining these adopted com
mercial standards we can ask , "Are we 
satisfied with commercial services as 
they are today?" If so, are steps necess
ary to maintain these services? If not , 
how can our public policies be changed 
to improve them? 







~ CENTRE CITY - A SPECIAL ISSUE 


Following World War II, various factors 
combined to erode the traditional im
portance of downtown in most large 
American cities. Our own downtown 
area, often referred to as "Centre City," 
did not escape this trend. Physical and 
economic decline loomed, along with the 
loss of downtown's accepted _role and 
function as San Diego's preeminent ac
tivity center. In the face of this threat, 
a joint public-private program was under
taken to revitalize Centre City. 


After some ten years operation of this 
program, a public evaluation appears 
desirable. Such an evaluation would 
analyze progress achieved so far, and 
help us determine whether to step up, 
step down, or continue the present level 
of city efforts. Additionally, it might 
help determine whether the nature of 
our future efforts should be altered and, 
if so, in what direction. 


Arguments favoring continued or in
creased local governmental activity with 
regard to Centre City can be found in 
the present General Plan. For example, 
it stresses the ability of a strong Centre 
City to serve "as a powerful force for 
promoting civic identification and unifi
cation"; and to function "as the admin
istrative, ftnancial, cultural, and enter
tainment core for both the City and 
the Metropolitan Area." Other argu
ments would stress the enormous exist
ing investment in public facilities down-


S't--
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town and the need to protect 
investment. 


Arguments for scaling down the eff?rt 
to revitalize downtown would emphasiZe 
the -continuing public and private costs 
that such an effort necessarily involves. 
It might be argued that the forces of 
decentrilization are already too well 
established to be·• reversed. Further, 
that if downtown is permitted to de
cline, land values will eventually shrink 
to a level where rebuilding can be 
economically undertaken with little or 
no public subsidy. 


ISSUES 


' Should the General Plan call for small~ 
shopping centers closer to homes, 'Or 
fewer but larger centers further away? 
(The General Plan presently identifies 
three distinct types of shopping centers. 
In an ascending order of size, they are: 
neighborhood; community; and regional.) 


Should the city take steps to reduce 
the time lag between residential and 
commercial construction in newly devel
oping areas? 


Current city policy is designed to en
hance and rebuild downtown San Diego. 
Should this pollcy be continued? If so, 
should a greater, lesser, or the eseot 
degree of effc~rt be called for? 


so. 


51. 


52. 


53. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


. · s one of the few alive, Centre City - San D~ego ~ · the united States. 
prospering dow~to~n areas ~~e ans, Inc., and city 
Downtown Assoc~at~on, S~n togrevitalize- piece 
Government worked t~get e~he work is continuing . 
by piece - centre c~ty. hich has establ~shed in well planned, orderly man~er w 
standards throughout the nat~on. 


we need both. 


The city cannot arbitra:ily 
when to open his store ~n a 
business is there - a store 


tell a businessmen 
new area. When the 
opens. 


Yes and on the Same, P lanned, thorough level. 
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Park and R ecreation 


BACKGROUND 
Although occupying but a relatively small portion of San Diego's 
area, our park and recreation system holds great importance for a 
number of diverse reasons. We use parks as play areas for children , as 
places for family outings , and as gathering points for the neighborhood. 
Many of us look to parks as providi'}g the open space and recreational 
facilities needed to relieve the tensions of high density living. Still 
others view some of our parks as important tourist attractions that 
enhance our economic base. Because of its importance to us, public 
policy relating to our park and recreation system should strongly 
command the interest of San Diegans. 
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CHOICES 


When we try to develop policy for parks 
we . fmd a number of courses of actio~ 
available. As with the other elements 
rany of the alternatives are close!; 
mked to . the issue of growth. For 


exa_mple, tf w~ ~trongly favor growth, 
pohcy. emphastzmg the "provision of 
par~s m newly developing areas would 
logtcally follow . 


Emphasis on high park standards in all 
~eas ~an be c~stly , and especially so 


~ m raptdly growmg cities. Therefore to 
~ meet our standards and still prom'ote 


gro':"th we could accept the idea of 
"p k" nvate par s in new developments. 
There are numerous other steps we 
could take, but generally our emphasis 


~ would remain on new and growing areas. 


If, on the other hand, we favor on! 
hmtted growth, we would have a diffeJ. 
ent set of city policies on parks. We 
could, for example, strengthen efforts 


5_'J to bring older ar~as up to modern park 
,._.. standards. We mtght minimize develop


me~~ . of those parks and recreational 
facilities that are heavily patronized by 
to_unsts. In addition, our standards 


~ mt~ht re~ognize the differing needs of 
vanous ctty subareas and call for more 
parks in low-income areas. 


There are, finally' a number of choices 
dpen to ~s ; but, they are not indepen
ent chotces. Our position or polic 


on parks should reflect our policy 0~ 
growth. When we have decided how we 


s~and on growth, we can develop a con- ] 
ststent policy on parks. Many choices 
are availa~Ie, but we would eliminate 
those chotces which conflkt with 
adopted policy on growth. our 


ISSUES 


-Briebfly;-~me park and recreation kues . 
to e considered-are: 


C,O Sho~ park and recreation facilities be 
- provtded based only on numbers of 


~ople . or sh_ould our standards rec -
ruze different area needs? . That "! 
sho~d our standards consider hous· ' 
defnstty, background, and income Ie~ 
o users? 


Current city policy permits housin ' d _ 
velopers to establish private par~ 6} 
new su~divisions and ·to pre~eiti: non
ar~a restdents from using them. These 
p~vate P:U:ks satisfy present city policy 
t at reqUires subdividers to dedicate 
park lands or make in-lieu fee payments 
Sho~d .this policy be extended, limited· 
or elimmated? · - ' 


s_h~uld higher priority be given to pr~ 
c.;z. ... vtdml parks in older areas of the city? 
- Or s ould pa_rks in newly develop· 


areas recetve htgher priority? Or sho~ 
the order of priority be the same as 
between older and newer areas? 


1,.."'} -
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If ~ds are limited, should preference 
be - ~ven _to .more neighborhood parks 
or larger regtonal parks some distance 


54. 


55. 


56. 


57. 


58. 


59. 


60. 


61. 


62. 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


However, since developers must pay $100 per unit 
toward parks in their new development, it does not 
also logically follow that all taxpayers must foot 
this bill. 


Obviously, parks in rapidly growing areas are costly, 
but once again, the costs are taken care of by the 
new residents NOT by all the taxpayers in the city. 


This is not true. The emphasis in San Diego has been 
to funnel money into parks in older areas of the city 
and particularly in Southeast San Diego. 


Minimize development of parks and recreational 
facilities used by tourists, and taxpayers will find 
themselves footing the bill for the Zoo, Balboa Park, 
Mission Bay Park in staggering sums. 


It has been the policy of the city to pour more money 
into low income area parks than any other areas of 
the city. 


We would have nothing to worry about in determining 
park options if we do not have growth. There simply 
will not be the money to expend on parks. 


We should consider various options in determing park 
and recreational facilities, but basically, what is 
best for the community. 


The general taxpayer is relieved of the burden to build 
and operate such parks, as well as providing facilities 
in the most part that far exceed city standards. Also , 
if not allowed and payment required through policies 
presently enforced, all will lose. 


Priority is already given to providing parks in old 
areas and should be continued. 


63. We need both. -22-







SEED 1 S COMMENTS 


64. Purchasing open space with federal and state 
financial assistance means, again, taxpayer 
burden . 


65. 


66. 


67. 


The city should attempt to preserve open space 
through regulation - but reasonable regulation 
tested by the courts, with just compensation where 
reduction or loss is proven. 


Government should continue studies already underway 
on tax incentives to preserve open space but take 
no action as yet. 


Citizens can contribute to preservation of open 
spaces if they feel a compelling reason to do so. 
For example, property lines can be run to the 
floor of a small canyon and such costs of open 
space can be underwritten by the individual property 
owners surrounding the canyon. 
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? Thou h fanher away, I.a:~er 
away . ld g. de recreational facilmes arks cou proVI . 
P depth and vanety. in greater 


OPEN SPACE . . 
. h Park and Recreation , tssues 


Along Wit . S e should be dts
relating to Open pac umber of choices 
cussed. The~e "::':.na r:flect the varying 
available whtc\ but these choices can 
wishes of r~p f~ur main categories. be groupe 


f U a policy of h uld the city o ow Th' 
S o . in open space? ts 
direct actiOn hasis on purchase 
would mean an ~~P federal and state 


~ of open space wlt 
financial assistance. 


Sh uld the city attempt t~ presTervh.e 
o u h re latton ? IS 


open space tbro g gubdivision regu-
method w~ul~ rely :hc,~~y of the city ~ lations an t e au 
to zone land. 


. ttlX incentives to 
Should the oty use Th' would en-


space' IS 
preserve or.en f land and allow others 
courage gt ts o o en For example, 
to keep theu f.rt 'iax~d for farm use 


~ some land cou e otential residential 
rather than as a P ld be neces-


d . . . Contracts wou d 
sub IVISton. h land remaine 


ake sure t e . ·f 
sary to m . de for penalues t open and to provt 
it did not. 


. I !ely on voluntary Should the ctty re Y 50 and rnain-
f . . ns to preserve 


action o cmze 1 This role would 
•-"T tain open spa! ce . . olvement by the 
"' . the east mv . . 
.....- requue uld . n the lowest pnonty city and wo asstg 


to open space. 
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69. 


70. 


71. 


72. 


--


SEED'S COMMENTS 


This infers that growth reduces the level of service 
in all areas . In recent years, the majority of 
capital expenditures borne by all taxpayers has 
been to improve sewage and water services in older 
areas of the city. 


Not true. Growth would cause extension of water 
and sewer lines into new areas, but not at the 
expense of all taxpayers. Developers must pay these 
costs by direction of the City Council. Nor are these 
costs financed by bond issues. Either developers 
pay or assessments districts are created in the new 
development and paid by the people in that area. 


Untrue. Limited growth would not allow emphasis 
on improving services and facilities in older areas. 
The tax base with a stagnant economy would hinder 
any expenditure. Under the concept of encouraging 
growth, it has been - in recent years - the City 
Council policy to replace old facilities. And, 
the city has been able to do so. 


Purely conjecture. The birth rate in San Diego is 
falling and it has been proven in the new development, 
that police and fire services are required far less 
than in older areas of the city. 
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intend to spend these funds. A first 
step in determining how we spend our 
money will be to make a basic decision 
on growth. 


CHOICES 


The public policy decision on growth 
will be directly reflected in public serv
ices and facilities. If, for example, .a 
policy in favor of growth is adopted, tt 
would call for the extensiOn of water, 
sewer, and other utilities into vacant 
areas to speed development. These 
extensions could be fmanced by bond 
issues and paid off as the areas de.ve~op. 
However if a policy in favor of hmtted 
growth ~as adopt~d, emp.hasis might ~~ 
placed on irnprovmg servtces and fa~ilt
ties in older areas rather than on build
ing new extensions. 


Perhaps equally important as a decision 
on growth and irmer city versus o~ter 
city is, "How will we pay for the ~hotces 
we make?" All alternatives will cost 
money but the costs are not the same 
nor will they be paid in the same 
measure by the same people. Our chotc
es will affect different groups in differ
ent ways. In order to understand the 
consequences, we must ftrst look at 
some of the costs of growth. 


One of the reasons why new growth is 
costly is the high proportio~ of children 
in new areas. People movmg mto new 
areas are mainly young couples wtth 







~ -· . ·' · 
Public Services and Facilities 


~ BACKGROUND 


Our very existence in the city depends upon the provision of water, 
sewers, streets, fire and police protection , refuse coUeccion, libraries, 
and schools. Provision of these services and facilities accounts for 
the vast majority of local governmental expenditures. For these and 
ocher reasons, it is important that we consider this element very 
carefully. 


Our policies on providing service to new -areas and improVing Servtce 
in older areas can affect growth and the level of service for all. 
We have limited funds and unlimited needs; we muse choose how we 


68 . 


SEED'S COMMENTS 


. true statement. Pro~ision 
Th•s i s not an ent~rel¥ d police protect~on, 


• . h as f~re an t 
of serv~ces, sue do account for the v~s 
libraries and schoolst 1 expenditures. Cap~tal 
majority of governmen a sewers and streets are 
expenditures for water, ho pass them on to new ·a d by developers w prov~ e 
home owners. 
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growing fam-ilies. It makes little differ
ence whether these couples COJTle from 
other cities or are San Diego residents 
starting their own homes. The result 
is a young popul~tion w_ith an urgent 
need for commumty servtces and facil
ities. Especially urgent are the needs 


·of th~ young-for schools, play areas-;a'nd 
librartes. · 


When , new areas are developed, San 
Otego s property tax base is increased· 
that is, higher assessments in the ne...: 
areas will produce new tax revenues for 
~he city. Rarely, however, does the tax 
mcrease from new residential areas pay 
for the public facilities that are needed 
by those areas. The difference must be 
made up from some other sourc~. The 
particular way in which this cost differ
ence is made up can shift the tax burden 
from one group to another. In the past, 
the cost diff~rence was usually paid by 
the enttre ctty. But recent trends in 
cities with high growth rates · have been 
towards imposing new charges on devel
opers , and heavier assessments on devel
oping areas. In this manner new areas 
can come closer to paying their own 
way. 


The unint_ended effec~ of such a policy, 
however, ts to make tt even more diffi
cult for low and moderate-income fam
ilies to own their own homes. The 
added costs of development are simply 
passed on to the home buyer in a higher 


sales price. Needless to say, such 
unintended · side effect only adds 
our housing problems. . 


~~ Right now, the city is faced with trying 
:.,..1- to find a way to pay for services to 


new_ ai:eas.. which -will 11ot add- to the 
housing burdens of low and moderate
income groups. there are a number of 
ways to deal with this dilemma. If we 
limit growth, we reduce the need for 
new services. New areas could still be 
developed but at a more comfortable 
pace. We could also plan the direction 
of new growth to reduce costs. In this 
way, areas close in and nearer to ex~ing 
community services would generally be 
developed first. A tlrird alternativ'€-. 
would be to rely upon new restrictions 
and higher assessments to make sure 
new areas pay all the costs of their 
development. In this case, we could 
also work towards a federal, state, or 
local program to aid low and moderate-
income groups obtain housing. 


-
ISSUES 


Some of the issues to be resolved are: 
Should government take a ~ore active 
role in che timing of development through 
extending or withholding public services 
and facilities? 


Should' we concentrate on bringing older 
,._, (, areas of the city up to modem standards 
{....- rather than directing our attention main


ly to new areas? 
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74. 


75. 


76. 


SEED' COMMENTS 


Again conjecture. Detailed studies are still 
underway and there is no proof of truth in the 
statement "rarely, however does the tax increase 
from new residential areas pay for public 
facilities needed by those areas." Police and 
Fire Department records alone show far fewer 
calls to new areas compared to old areas. 


For the reasons cited - developers and new home 
owners have to pay for streets, water ~nd sewage 
services,partial capital school exp7nd1ture~, and 
even parks in new a:e~s - pl~s 7equ1red pol1ce and 
fire services are m1n1mum - 1t 1s untrue that low 
and moderate income groups have to carry the burden 
of costs in new areas. 


This would be a moratorium on development and is not 
warranted. 


We are already doing this. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


Additional charges will price low cost housing 
out of the market and cause government to get 
into the housing business at extreme cost to 
the taxpayer. 


Discussing flood control in relation to environment 
in those areas where there has been a build-up ' 
of commercial or residential buildings, is extremely, 
dangerous. Mission Valley faces serious, even tragic 
consequences if the area has heavy rains. It is 
somewhat late to prevent a build-up of development 
in Mission Valley. Therefore, the only requirement 
is protection by a flood channel. 


1 


I 
I, Should we rely heavily on ~ssments , 


subdivision improvement requtrements, 
and service charges !o cover the costs 
of new development. 


FLOOD· CONTROL 


I San Diego there are ~ number of 
~nyons and valleys in which heavy 
rains could cause severe floodtng. So",le 
of these areas have already been built 
in and in the future there w!TI be 


f attempts to build in others. But to the 
canyons and valleys that are undevelo~ed 
we still have the opportumty to gutde 
and control their use. 


In flood control there are two major 
strategies: 1) preventat.ive mea~ures 


. such as restrictive floodplam zomng, and 
2) protective measures that call for 
construction of flood channels. 


CONCRETE fl'lOOD (QNTROL CHANNEL 
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The preventative approach can still be 
effective in vacant canyons . and valleys 
if building in these areas IS restrtcted 
by floodplain zoning. In the center of 
the valley, where the .floodwater flow 
would be the highest, construction would 
not be allowed. Moving out from the 
center' the next area would probably 
be flooded but may not be threatened 
by rushing water. Limited constructton 
could be permitted in th.'s secondary 
area. A floodplain zone 1ncorporatmg 
these ideas is now under study by the 
Planning Department and the Commun
ity Development Department . 


A protective approach is usuall y adopted 
"after the fact." That IS, once a flood
plain has been built upon , the only 
reasonable means o f protecting against 
damage is a flood control channel. T~e 
proposed flood control channel m 
Mission Valley wo uld be an example of 
the protec tive approach. Currently, 
this channel is pro posed to be 250 feet 
wide, 26 to 30 feet deep, and some 
seven miles long. 


Both preventa t iv~ ant! protcct iv~ me~ 
ures can minimize da mage to pubhc 
and priva te pro pert y. The question . is, 
which means should be favored as c1ty 
policy? 
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J Tra nsportation 


BACKGROUND 


There are today a number of transportation problems facing S;u 
Diego. But for the most part these problems seem small compared t< 
those we face when planning for San Diego to the year 1990. However 
in trJing to plan we must ftrst consider the real problems of today anc 
avoi the potential problems of the future. To begin th"is process and 
this discussion, we need to ask , "How well is the present transportation 
system meeting our needs?" We should also ask, "What effect will 
present and future transportation have upon the growth and form of 
the city?" And finally, "What effect will presenLari<Lfutute trans
portation have on the environment?" . 


Today, San Diego's freeway system provides many people with adequate 
transportation. True, there are problems such as congestion and lack of 







SEED ' S COMMENTS 


In error. The Department of Motor Vehicles 
states that the only figures available 
other than an estimate, is approximatei 
60% of people are licensed to drive car; 
;h~ greater. P<;>rt~on of .those remaining a~e 


e.ow the m~n~mum age to be licensed to 
dr~ve. 


~his is not accurate. San Diego has grown 
:n accordance with planned, reasonable 
JUdgment and.only 165 square miles of its 
320 square m~les has been developed .. about 
50%, however, the City policy to annex land 
has he~ped stop the creation of small, un
econom~cal urban sprawl cities on our fringes . 
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parking downtown, and some delays 
during rush hours. However, if you own 
and drive a car in San Diego, there are 
few transportation problems of crisis 
proportions. But for the 51% of the 


'/1 people unlicensed to drive cars, the 
• present sysi:e.m must be described_ as far 


.from adequate. 


CHOICES 


The problems of transportation, like 
many others, cannot always be solved 
by more roads, more highways,"more 
of the same." For with roads, as with 
many other government services, .the 
need increases even faster than popu· 
lation growth. Thus, a recent traffic 
study found that towns with 10,000 
commuters needed an average of eight 
square feet of roadway per person. But 
cities with 100,000 commuters needed 
28 square feet of roadway per person. 
The larger ftgure (3Y.t times greater than 
the space per person needed for 10,000 
commuters) was necessary to allow for 
more intensive rush hours, new freeways, 
and additional freeway interchanges. 


The concern of city government in plan· 
ning for transportation is due to a num
ber of current problems and potential 
problems. We have listed two -that the 


resent system is inadequate for those 
who do not own and drive cars, and 
that more freeways will not solve the 
problem indefmitely. There are many 
other things to consider, but what we 


need ftrst is some awareness of the 


choices. 


In addition to current. needs we must 
try to understand how transportation 
can affect the size and form (or layout) 


....._,. .ff a city. San Diego, like many Califor
·~ia cities, grew up with the automobile; 


and with more and more people owning 
cars, builders were able to sell homes 
further away from the city and its jobs. 
Consequently, San Diego grew in leaps 
and bounds and its development is now 
scattered over some 320 square miles. 


The form of the city, then , is based 
on a transportation system, and our 
transportation system is based on the 
automobile. This has permitted San 
Diego's present spread-out development. 
Other things have helped, but the auto 
made it possible. After a while, this 
kind of city development becomes 'de
pendent upon the automobile and other 
types of transportation are no longer 
self-supporting. The circle begins with 
the automobile permitting a new city 
form and ends with a city dependent • ? 


primarily upon the automobile. 


Finally, we must consider what impact 
a transportation system has or will have 
on the environment. The effect of the 
existing highway system on the land 
is apparent. Most people are also aware 
of the noise created by freeway traffic 
and the air pollution created by au.tos, 
trucks, and buses. '" Again, we must 







consider the problems, the alternatives, 
and what we are willing to pay for 
solutions. These solutions need not, 
in all cases, mean additional expendi
tures; they can mean changes in priori
ties and changes in funding. Such de
cisions, however, will call for policy 
guidance from the public. 


The need for public response to trans
portation issues should not be under
estimated. It is true that major changes 
in transportation call for state and fed
eral cooperation, since these are not 
strictly local decisions. In fact, most 
of the money for highways and mass 
transit experiments continues to come 
from federal or state agencies. However, 
local pressures are likely to make them
selves felt even at these higher levels of 
government. 


ISSUES 


The questions which must be asked in 
transportation are: 
Should San Diego continue to rely pri
marily upon the automobile and free. 


lS- way, or should city government take 
steps to create a diversified transporta. 
tion system? 


Should the city msl5t that large devel
opments set aside industrial areas to 


q'l provide jobs so as to reduce commuting? 
- There Is no acceptable way to make 


sure that people will live and work 
within the same general area. But in 


addition to giving them that choice, 
approach s~~sted.would dispe~se int 


· try. In addiuon, tt could avotd tra 
jams of people all ttying to drive to 
same place at' the same time. 


Should the city encourage high intens 
- development within "corridors" lead. 


~!l out from downtllWn? Such a poli 
could strongly hasten the onset of 
future mass transit system. 


Should city government generally tal 
9'3 actions favoring mass transit in preft 


ence to more freew:>ys? 


Should the . city allow transportatio 
facilities to locate in or cross ope!l spac ·'\ 
canyons? · 


eo'nsidering our bus service : 
Should _San Diego seek to extend anc 
improve our existing bus service? 


~ Should the city consider freeway lanes 
- for "buses only?" 


Considering air transportation: 
Should San Diego seek to develop a new 


a-£. major airport or should we continue to 
- rely upon Los Angeles International 


Airport for supplemental service? 


80. 
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SEED'S COMMENTS 


. t nominal percentage Will provide serv1ce . o a. an single day. The 
of the population ~OV1n~p~~ ha~e been staggering 
capital co7ts t~ltl er~:t question as to the and there 1s st1 g 
operating cost. 


This would be excellent 
will not be dictated to 


if it works - but people 
about where they can live.' 


This requires much study before a decision. 


ill have a major requi:ement 
No' Because people . stt nsit and mass trans1t 


· s for the1r ra 't 
of freeway h mplete answer in any c1 Y• has not proven t e co 


Of course. 


this but it has not worked in We can consider 
other areas. 


to develop another airport. we should seek 
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ISSUES - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 


Background Reports 


In an attempt to make the comprehensive review of the General Plan 
truly "comprehensive," a series of eight background reports are tenta
tively scheduled for publication by the Planning Department. These 
reports, one for each element of the General Plan, are intended to pro
vide background information to assist the review process. 


The reason we mention these reports is that in this brief report only 
major issues and main arguments have been presented. Additional 
issues and arguments are considered in the background studies To 
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date two have been published; San 
Diego 's Industry , 1969-1990: A Plan
ning Analysis and A Decent Home for 
Every San Diegan. These may be pur-· 
chased ($2.25 each) at the Planning 
Department, fourth floor , City Admin
istration Building, 220 C Street, or 
reviewed at any San Diego public library. 


The remaining reports are nearing pub
lication and deal with the General Plan 
elements of Commercial, Park and Rec
reation, Transportation, Conservation, 
Op~ Space, and Public Services and 
Facilities. Upon publication these re
ports will also be- available for purchase 
and review. 


·'\. 
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PART II 


THE GENERAL PLAN 


AN EXPLANATION 
INTRODUCTION 


In this part of the report we wou_ld like to explain what the General 
Plan is, why we must have one, how long our present General Plan has 
been in effect, and why this Plan must be periodically reviewed and 


revised. 


Guiding the growth and development of a city the size of San Diego 
requires a great deal of planning. And of all the planning tools used to 
understand ·and guide the complex forces of city growth, the General 
Plan is the most important. San Diego's General Plan is contained 
within a 78 page printed report and a large colored map projecting 
future land- use in our city . It is a public document adopted by tl;le 
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City Council that analyzes our present 
development, defines where we want 
to go as a city,. and makes proposals 
and recommendations for getting there. 


The General Plan provides a guide for 
growth for the entire city, a framework 
for the planmng of San Diego's individ
ual communmes. If we tried to plan 
separately on a neighborhood level, a 
commumty level, and a city level, we 
:would . probably end up with a series of 
mconststent and conflicting plans. The 
General Plan , however, lays the ground
work and framework for these other 
plans ~nd coordinates their proposals 
tn the mterest of all San Diegans. 
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In addition to the need to guide our 
future, anotherc reason why we must 
have a General Plan is that it is required 
by _state. law. Every city and county in 
Caltfornta is required by law to prepare 


· · · a comprehensive, long-term, gen
eral plan for its physical develop
ment ... " State law goes on to outline 
tn some detail what the plan sh~ in
clude, such as a land use element iliow
mg the d~stribution of land for housing; 
?usmess, mdustry , recreation, etc. There 
~ also required a circulation (transporta· 
tion)element showing streets, freeways 
and public utilities. More recently in' 
1968, a requirement was added to ' in
clude a housing element that would 
focus upon housing problems and pro
pose steps toward their solution. In 
addition, requirements for conservation 
and open space elements were added in 
1970. 


The ftrst version of the General Plan 
now in e~fect was prepared by a 200 
member citizens' committee. This Plan 
was later . reviewed and revised by 
another citizens' committee, then ap
proved by the Plannmg Commission on . 
June 21 , 1967. Offtcial adoption of the 
plan by resolution came from the City 


Council on July 20, 1967. Voters of 
San Diego upheld the Council's resolu
tion in a general election on November 
7, 1967. The Progress Guide and Gen
eral Plan {o,r the City of San Diego is 
now in eaect as the offtcial overall guide 
to the future of San Diego. 


There are a number of reasons why it 
is important to periodically review the 
General Plan. As the city grows, new 
facts emerge and values of the people 
may change. In time we may accom
plish some of our goals and programs 
and may wish to add new ones or 
change others. 


The comprehensive review of the Gen
eral Plan is designed to recognize 


_the 'f/Orkings of change. It cails upon 
us to measure our successes and failures 
and to reconsider our goals and values. 
In short, a periodic review of the Gen-
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era! Plan sets aside a specific time for 
assessing "how far we have come," and 
reevaluating "where we wish to go from 
here." 


The basic General Plan report adopted· 
in 1967 called for continuing review. 
More specifically, it recommended a 
" ... comprehensive review with citizen 
participation . . . at least every five 
years." the pending comprehensive 
review will cover goals - have they 
been accomplished or have they changed? 
Standards for development, set up by 
the original General Plan, will also be 
questioned - are they working to our 
satisfaction or should they be modified? 
Do the recommendations made in 1967 
still hold true today?. We hope to fmd 
answers to these questions in the public 
discussion of _vital issues during the 
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., PART III 
\ . 


THE KEY GROUPS INVOLVED 


ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
INTRODUCTION 


Whenever people or groups join together in a common effort, it is 
desirable ·that the major responsibilities of each participant be known to 
all of the others. Therefore, in relation to the comprehensive General 
Plan review process we should briefly describe the respective roles and 
responsibilities of the City Council, City Planning Commission, Planning 
Department, Citizens' Committee, and the General Public. · 


CITY COUNCIL 
The City Council will play the primary role in ·the comprehensive 
review of_the General_ Plan. As ~he elected represe_ntatives ~~~he_ peopl_e 
of San Diego, our Ctty Councilmen are respoi_!Scthle ':_I...liU~tatmg thiS 
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review process. It will also be their 
responsibility to conclude the b h process 


Y t e action of adopting a revised 
General Plan. 


CITY PLANNING 


COMMISSION 


Under. the City Charter, the seven-mem
bhr Ctty Planning Commission advises 
t e City Council on planning matters. 
rnseq~ently, Commission approval will 


e re.qutred on the revised General Plan 
that IS rec~mmended to the City Council 
for ad.optlon. However' it should be 
reco~mzed that the Commission is an 
appom.ted body and may only advise the 
~unci! ; the final decision rests with the 
C1ty Council . 


PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
The City Planning Department made 
up of pr~fessional planners and ~aphics 
:u'd admmtstrative personnel, is respons
Ible f?r pro~iding the Commission with 
thchmcal assistance. In connection with 
t e comprehensive General Plan review 
process, the .Planning Department will 
~ work With a citizens' committee 
In ormulatmg a revised General Plan. 
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CITIZENS' COMMITTEE: 
In February, 1970, the City Council 
focmally charged the Community Plan
ners Committee (made up of the chair
men of San Diego's community planning 
groups) with serving as the core of a 
special Citizens' Committee to assist in 
the General Plan's first comprehensive 
review. A major part of this committee's 
responsibility will be to conduct several 
public meetings to which all San Diel!ans 
will be invited. Following these meenngs 
the Citizens' Committee will evaluate 
all the information presented to it, and 
make recommendations to the Planning 
Department staff that will provide the 
foundation for a revised General Plan. 


GENERAL PUBLIC: 
At the public meetings to be conducted 
by the Citizerts' Committee, San Diegans 
from all of the city's communities will 
offer suggestions, ideas, opinions, and 
comments relative to the many issues 
and ocher matters with which the Gen
eral Plan is properly concemed. They 
may concentrate on the issues high
lighted in this report or on others, 
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subject to a reasonable time limitation 
on individual speakers. Fallowing the 
meetings, all of the general public's con
tributions to our city-wide dialogue will , 
be carefully analyzed and evaluated by 
the Citizerts' Committee. It must be 
clearly understood that these public 
meetings are only a beginning step in 
seeking citizen input. Continuing efforts 
will be made during the year to encour
age citizens to submit their views to the 
City regarding changes in the General 


Plan. 


A SINCERE INVITATION 
It is hoped that the above description , 
although brief, has served to point up 
that the role of San Diego's citizenry 
will be a particularly pivotal one. 


You are encouraged to submit your 
views regarding the General Plan to your 
Mayor, members of the City Council, 
the Planning Commission or Planning 
Department whether or not you are 
able to attend the initial public meetings. 


Your voice is an important one, and 
it should be heard! 
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• NOTICE • 
A series of PUBLIC MEETINGS, 


to hear your ideas and comments on the future of San Diego, 


is being scheduled throughout Sao Diego. 


For exact time and place 


of the meeting scheduled for your area, 


WATCH : Your local newspapers 


Your local television stations 


LISTEN: To your local radio stations 


OR CALL: The City of San Diego 


Planning Department 


T elepbone : 236-6417 
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